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“We tend to overestimate the effect 
of a technology in the short run and 

underestimate the effect in the long run.” 

ROY AMARA



AI IS THE NEW 
ELECTRICITY









TRADITIONAL AI







GENERATIVE AI



Large language models (LLMs) 
are machine learning models 

that can comprehend and 
generate human language text. 
They work by analyzing massive 

data sets of language.

Ø Text generation
Ø Translation
Ø Content summary
Ø Rewriting content
Ø Classification and categorization
Ø Sentiment analysis
Ø Conversational AI and chatbots 



GPT (Generative 
Pre-trained Transformer)
is a type of LLM (Large 
Language Model) that 

can perform various 
natural language tasks.



























Midjourney











SMART EVERYTHING







Credit: EVOLVE MVMT / Wehead / Skyted / Clicks Technology / Displace / Nimble







Coding      
Copywriting    
Research      
Essay Writing   
Creative Writing   
Academic     
Essay Writing   
News Summary  



PROMPT



Prompt engineering
helps generative AI 

models better 
comprehend and respond 
to a wide range of queries, 

from the simple 
to the highly technical.





“Take a deep breath 
and work on this 

step by step.”





Hyper 
Personalization

HYPER PERSONALIZATION



PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS



CONTENT MARKETING





DESIGN 
DEMOCRATIZATION









“Meeting these challenges means we cannot 
afford to passively react. We must proactively 
seize the opportunity that the material wealth 

of AI will grant us and use it to reconstruct 
our economies and rewrite our social contracts.”

” 
Kai-Fu Lee



LLM
+

KNOWLEDGE GRAPH



INTELLIGENT AGENT



“You won’t have to use different apps for 
different tasks. You’ll simply tell your device, in 

everyday language, what you want to do.” 

BILL GATES



societal trends 
+ 

social media 
+ 

smartphone 
+

AI 
+

 human nature 
= 

disinformation



TRUST



THE OPPORTUNITY



“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently 
that which should not be done at all.” 

PETER DRUCKER

“There is nothing



You: Are you able to feel love?

ChatGPT: No, I don’t have the ability to 
feel emotions. I’m here to assist you with 
information and answer your questions



HUMAN + MACHINE
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“Over the next 100 years,  AI and robotic systems will 
increasingly dominate labor and work, producing 

necessities and the physical artifacts of human life, 
enabling more of us to ascend to the realm of action. 

Of course, some people might engage in labor or work by 
choice, but choice is the essential distinction.”

ROBERT C. WOLCOTT
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